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Part One : Conversation (19 items = 19 marks)
Instructions : Choose the best answers to complete the 
conversations.
Conversation 1 (Items 1-4)
Lily: Hello?
Dai: Oh, hi. Is Kathy home?
Lily: No, she's just popped out to the shop.
Dai: Oh, OK. When will she be back?
Lily: ___1___; half an hour or so.



Dai: Could you get her to call me back please?
Lily: Sure. ___2___?
Dai: ___3___?
Dai: Yes, she has the number.
Lily: OK. I'll get Kathy to give you a call when she 

gets back.
Dai: Thanks a lot Bye. 
Lily: ___4___. Bye.



1. 1. She shouldn't be long
2. Well, I don't know
3. She hasn't been out for long
4. I can't really tell

2. 1. What should I tell her
2. Who are you
3. What's your name
4. Who should I say called



3. 1. Does she keep your number
2. Has she memorized your number
3. Has she got your number
4. Does she recognize your number

4. 1. Never mind
2. Oh, yeah
3. You're welcome
4. Certainly



Conversation 2 (Items 5-7)

Tom: Pardon me. Is this seat taken?
Manager: (Put off the headphones.) ___5___. 

What did you just say?
Tom: Oh. ___6___?
Manager: No. You can take it.
Tom: Would you mind moving over one seat so my

wife and I can sit together?
Manager: ___7___.



5. 1. I’m sorry
2. Excuse me
3. Yes
4. Noap

6. 1. Did someone use this seat
2. Will someone be using this seat
3. Who has ta ken this seat
4. Would someone use this seat



7. 1. Of course
2. Oh, yes. I would
3. Yes, I don't mind
4. No, not at all



Conversation 3 (Items 8-10)
Adriana : I heard you're moving to Hat-Yai.
Ryan : Yes, I get accepted to PSU.
Adriana : ___8___! But I'm going to miss you.
Ryan : ___9___. Let's keep in touch.
Adriana : Yeah. Don't forget to drop me a line when you settle down.
Ryan : Trust  me. I won't___10___.
Adriana : You have my address?
Ryan : Well, I have your e-mail address.

Adriana: All right! I look forward to hearing from you soon. 
Good luck !



8. 1. Oh, that's great
2. No kidding
3. What a pity
4. How awful

9. 1. Oh, thanks
2. Me, too
3. That's true
4. So do I



10. 1. I'll keep you posted
2. I'll always remember you
3. I'll never forget you
4. I'll let you know



Conversation 4 (Items 11-14)
Cindy : Hi, Robert, ___11___? It looks swollen.
Robert : I had to go get a cavity filled today.
Cindy : ___12___?
Robert : I don't even wanna talk about it. It killed me!
Cindy : ___13___in the chair?
Robert : It took quite a while. But the worst part 

was getting numbed. They had to give me 3 shots
Cindy : Well, I guess you're learned a good lesson, huh! 

You have to___14___.



11. 1. what happened to your face
2. how is your face
3. how are you
4. what's wrong with you

12. 1. Were you hurt
2. Did it hurt
3. Was it hurt
4. Did you hurt 



13. 1. How long have you been
2. How long are you
3. How long had you been
4. How long were you

14. 1. be patient
2. use the right toothbrush
3. go see the doctor
4. take good care of your teeth. 



Conversation 5 (Items 15-17)
Big : We've got a four-day holiday next week. 

Let's go to the beach.
Dan : Good idea! I'd love that.
Big : Where would you like to go?
Dan : Why don't we go to Hua Hin?
Big : ___15___?
Dan : Great ! When are we going?

Big : ___16___ leaving this Friday afternoon and coming back 
Sunday evening?



Dan : That's fine with me. ___17___?
Big : It will take a long time to go by train. That will 

make our trip so boring.
Dan : All right, I will book the bus tickets for us, then

15. 1. Yeah
2. Interesting
3. I'd love to
4. Sounds good to me



16. 1. What if
2. How about
3. Aren't we
4. Shall we be

17. 1. How can we get there
2. How long is the train ride
3. Do you like to go by train
4. Do you want to take a train or a bus



Conversation 6 (Items 18-19)

Suda : Wow Suda ! Your hair looks great.___18___?
Nan : I got it straightened last week.
Suda : It is very nice. ___19___?
Nan : At Siam Paragon.
Suda : How much did you pay for it?
Nan : They charged me 100 Baht for a cut and 

400 Baht for a relaxer.



18. 1. How did you do it
2. Did you straighten it
3. What did you do to it
4. When did you have it done

19. 1. Where is the salon
2. Where did you make it
3. Where did you get it done
4. Where is the best to do it



Part two : Reading



Instructions : Choose the best answer.
A. (items 20-21)
a. 3- Week Guided tour

24 July-14 August £ 1370
Includes: scheduled return air flights
Climbing Mount Kinabalu in Sabah, trekking in spectacular 
rain forest in Brunei, exploring world-famous Mulu Caves 
in Sarawak.

For full itinerary and conditions please write to: Geo Vistas, 
30 Cranedown, Lewes,Sussex, BN7 3NA. Tel : 0273-478911



b. Overland safaris 4-9 weeks East & Southern Africa. 
Gorillas,Serengeti, Zanzibar, Victoria Falls £450/£800. 
Transafrica £1,300. Frequent departures. Tel: 081-742 7724

c. Join the experts and enjoy the pristine environment 
of spectacular polar scenery and wildlife.
GREENLAND, SPITSBERGEN, CANADA, NORWAY, RUSSIA
Explore in small parties by ship, on foot, on skis or by 
dog sled.

Brochure from ARCTURES EXPEDITIONS (GM) PO BOX 
850 Gartochara, Alexandria, Dunbartonshire G83 8RL. 

Phone/fax(24 hours) 038-983 204 



d. "A traveler without knowledge is like a bird without wings.
" Musharif-Ud-Din  (1184-1291)

Standfords
The World's Largest Map and Travel Book Shop
At 12-14 Long Acre London WC2E 9LP:
Mail order service Tel 071 836 1321 Fax 071836 0189



20. Which advertisement does not offer trip?
1. a 2.  B 3.  C 4.d

21. Which advertisement best suits the heading "Discover 
the Arctic"

1. a 2.  B 3.  C 4.d



B. (Items 22-26)
Composition Aqueous suspension of budesonide 

in bottles provided with a pump 
spray equipment delivering 
budesonide 32 mcg per dose

Indications Rhinocort aqua nasal spray is used 
to treat nasal symptoms such as 
congestion, sneezing, and runny 
nose caused by seasonal or year-
round allergies. It is also used to 
keep nasal polyps from coming back 
after surgery to remove them  



Dosage Adults and children >12 years: The 
recommended starting dose is one 
spray in each nostril once a day. 
The maximum recommended dose 
is four sprays per nostril once a day.

Children 6-12 years: The 
recommended starting dose is one 
spray in each nostril once a day.



Pregnancy & lactation It is not expected to be 
harmful to an unborn baby. 
Tell your doctor if you are 
pregnant or plan to become 
pregnant during treatment. 
It is not known whether 
budesonide passes into 
breast milk or if it could 
harm a nursing baby.



Side effects Side effects may include: a few nosebleeds, sore 
throat, cough, nose irritation.
22. What is the type of the reading passage?

1. Instructions 2. An advertisement
3. A medical textbook 4. Safety precautions

23. What is the commercial name of the product in the 
passage?

1. Rhinocort aqua 2. Budesonide
3. Aqueous suspension 4. Nasal spray



24. Who should avoid using this product?
1. Adults who are in poor health
2. Children who are under 12 years old
3. Women who are pregnant or lactating
4. People who are allergic to any of the ingredients

25. Which part the passage tells you the amount of the  
product to take?

1. Indications 2. Dosage
3. Warnings & precautions 4. Side effects



26. Which reaction may occur after taking this product?
1. Irritation in your nose
2. Vomiting and dizziness
3. Severe or ongoing nosebleeds
4. White patches inside in side or around your nose



C. (Items 27-28)
MACH U PICCH U
Cusco Region, Peru

Machu Picchu is the most well-preserved city of the 
Inca, hidden in the Peruvian Andes high on a steep 
mountain with a flattened top. The location helped it 
escape: the Spanish conquistadors in the earlier years. 

During that time, they were soldiers, explorers, and 
adventurers at the service of the Spanish Empire.



Believed to have been built around 1450 AD, Machu 
Picchu was a secret to the outside world until 1911, 
when archaeologist Hiram Bingham discovered it. 
Declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1983, the 
complexes, plaza, platforms, citadels and what appears 
to be ceremonial temples were created with incredible 
architectural precision that continues to confuse modern 

researchers.



Considering the limitations on structural developments 
of the past, the architectural know-how of the Inca 
seems to be hundreds of years ahead of its time. So 
much so that some theorize that a liens may have 
played a role in helping the Inca build Machu Picchu.



27. What can be inferred ram paragraph?
1. Peru is a country with a lot of plateaus.
2. The Inca used to be colonized by the Spaniards.
3. The city of the Inca becomes less accessible 

to tourists.
4. Machu Picchu was hidden away from 

the Spanish invaders.



28. According to the passage, which DOES NOT describe 
Machu Picchu?

1. Ancient wonder
2. Technologically advanced
3. Extraordinary
4. Well-maintained



D. (Items 29-33)
LISTENING TO MUSIC CAN IMPROVE YOUR

WORKOUT
How it helps : Experts say listening to music during 

exercise can give you a better
workout in several ways. Scientists claim it can increase 
your endurance, boost your mood

and can distract you from any discomfort experienced 
during your workout.



The research: Dr. Robert Herdegen of America's 
Hampden-Sydney College in Virginia looked at the effects of 12 
men riding a bicycle for ten minutes while listening to music 
on one day. He compared it to the same men riding bicycles 
without music on one day.

On the days that the men exercised listening to music, 
they travelled 11percent further-compared to the days they 
didn't listen to music. Researchers also found that the men's 

levels of exertion were at their lowest when 
listening to music.



Other studies show that listening to music releases 
endorphins-our natural 'feel good' hormones that lift our 
mood and give us motivation to carry on longer with 
exercise.

29. According to the passage, which of the following is an 
example of a workout?

1. Listening to music 2. Feeling good
3. Riding a bike 4. Travelling



30. Which of the following needs to be avoided during a workout?
1. Exertion 2. Discomfort
3. Motivation 4. Endurance

31. According to Dr. Robert's study, what is NOT the result 
of working out with music?

1. A longer distance
2. Endorphin boost
3. Low motivation
4. Decreased physical effort



32. Which statement is NOT correct?
1. Exertion is at its peak while listening to music.
2. Endorphins are related to mood and motivation.
3. When working out, people can feel

uncomfortable physically and mentally.
4. During a workout, those listening to music 

don't have to make as much effort.



33. Complete the main idea of the passage.
"Listening to music during a workout can_______.
1. release endorphins
2. increase physical endurance
3. boost mood and distract you from any 

discomfort
4. improve one’s physical and emotional 



E. (Items 34-39)
DA VINCI ROTATING TOWER IN DUBAI!

The Da Vinci Tower (known as Dynamic Architecture 
Building} is a proposed 313(1,027ft),
68-floor tower in Dubai, United Arab Emirates, The tower is 
expected to be architecturally  innovative for several reasons. 
Uniquely, each floor will be able to rotate independently. This 
will result in a constantly changing shape of the tower. Each 

floor will rotate a maximum of one full rotation in 
90 minutes. 



The entire tower will be powered from turbines and 
solar panels, and five other buildings in the vicinity will 
also be provided with electricity. The turbines will be 
located between each of the rotating floors. They will 
generate 1,200,000 kilowatt-hours of energy from the 
movement of the floors, and the solar panels will be 
located on the roof



It will also be the world's first prefabricated skyscraper. 
90% of the tower will be built in a factory and shipped 
to the construction site. This will allow the entire 
building to be built in only 18 months. The only part of 
the tower that will be built at the construction site will 
be the core. Part of this prefabrication will be the 
decrease in cost and number of workers. 



The total cost will be 23% less than a normal skyscraper 
of the same size, while only 90 people will work on the 
construction site. The majority of the workers will be in 
factories, where it will be much safer.



34. Which of the following is the main idea of the passage?
1. The Da Vinci Tower will be built in Dubai, 

United Arab Emirates.
2. The Da Vinci Tower will be the world's first 

prefabricated skyscraper.
3. The Da Vinci Tower will be advantageous due to 

its dynamic structure.
4. The Da Vinci Tower will be an architectural  

innovation for various reasons.



35. How many key features contribute to the uniqueness of 
the Da Vinci Tower?

1. 2 2. 3 3. 4 4. 5

36. The shape of the building can change all the time due 
to_______

1. the power from turbines and solar panels
2. the world's first prefabricated skyscraper
3. the independent rotation of each floor
4. a maximum of one full rotation in 90 minutes



37. The word “They” refers to_______
1. the rotating floors
2. the solar panels
3. the turbines
4. the five other buildings



38.  Which of the following statements can be the meaning 
of a prefabricated building?

1. Only the core part will be built in advance.
2. Most parts of the building will be built in a factory.
3. The building will be built with more safety and in 

less time.
4. The building cost and the number of workers can 

be decreased.



39. Which of the following suggests the landscape 
architecture of the tower?
1. Constantly powered
2. Uniquely designed
3. Independent rotation
4. Buildings in its vicinity



F. (Items 40-49)
A talking robot that will accompany a Japanese 

astronaut in space this summer says the cosmic tour will be 
one giant leap for androids everywhere.

Its creator said they were sending the robot into space 
to act as a chatting partner for astronaut Koichi Wakata, who 
is set to arrive at the International Space Station (ISS) later this 
year. KIROBO is to arrive in August in what its handlers say is 

the first visit for a robot at the space station. Wakata
will also be the first Japanese astronaut to command 

the ISS.



“KIROBO will remember Mr. Wakata's face so it 
can recognize him when they reunite up in space,” said 
creator Tomotaka Takahashi.

He will be the first robot to visit the space station.
Standing at just 34 centimetres tall and weighing 

about one kilogram, the little android is programmed to 
communicate in Japanese and keep records of its 
conversations with Wakata.



The robot, which has a wide range of physical motion, 
will also play a role in some
missions, relaying messages from the control room to the 
astronaut, Takahashi said.

Back on earth, twin robot MIRATA will be on the 
lookout for any problems
encountered by its electronic counterpart

"By bringing a robot into space, the development of a 
symbiotic robot is expected to move along much faster." 

Takahashi said, referring to efforts at making robots 
even more human-like.



40. Who is the creator of the robot astronaut?
1. Takahashi 2. Wakata
3. Mirata 4. Kirobo

41. What is the main purpose of sending the robot astronaut 
into space?

1. To work with the astronaut
2. To visit and work at the ISS
3. To record and send messages to the astronaut

4. To be a companion for the astronaut working at 
the ISS



42. The following are abilities of the robot astronaut
EXCEPT FOR_______

1. talking 2. Moving
3. recognizing 4. Reuniting

43. Which word DOES NOT represent a characteristic of the 
robot astronaut?

1. An android 2. A counterpart
3. Symbiotic 4. Human-like



44. The phrase “its electronic counterpart” refers to______.
1. Mirata 2. Kirobo
3. Wakata 4. Takahashi

45. What the astronaut and the robot astronaut have in 
common is that both will________

1. travel together into space
2. go to the ISS the first time
3. fix some problems encountered at the ISS
4. work cooperatively on a project at the space station



46. The word "encountered" likely means______
1. faced 2. founded
3. handled 4. programmed

47. What is NOT the responsibility of the robot astronaut?
1. Accompanying the astronaut
2. Relaying messages from the control room
3. Looking out for any problems that might occur
4. Communicating with the astronaut and recording 

conversations



48. The following are correct implications of the text 
about the robot astronaut's characteristics EXCEPT 
FOR being_____

1. small
2. the first and only of its type
3. smart
4. able to perform different functions



Part Three : Writing (14 items = 21 marks)
A. Instructions: Identify the incorrect parts. (Items 50-57)

50. Only God Forgiver (1)rate R for (2)extreme, bloody 
violence; (3) grisly images; sexual content; and (4) language.

51. A high majority of people (1) believes the 
government's rice-pledging scheme is plagued

(2) with corruption and (3) may affect (4) its stability.



52. Kiwis (1) may reduce the likelihood ( 2) of developing 
colon cancer, and (3)promoting heart health by 
(4)lowering triglycerides levels.

53. (1)When you enter data in a worksheet, (2)it's a 
good idea to put a title at the top of each column,
(3) promoting everyone can understand 
(4)what the data means.



54. It (1) is said that the village (2) was established 
(3) in 1291 by the Paliwal Brahmins and 
(4) enjoy great prosperity.

55. Madano is known (1) as spectacular dive spots
(2)with the island of Bunaken and the Bunaken
National  Park (3) topping the list of dive zones 

(4) here.



56. (1) ln promoting a healthy lifestyle, a community 
(2) regularly hold a health and 
(3) wellness program, (4) includes free health checks.

57. Five (1) finance gurus from (2) the country five 
largest banks provide savings tips for each stage 
(3) in the life of (4) a depositor.



B. Instructions: Choose the best item to complete each 
paragraph. (Items 58-63)
58. _______ : Sketch out your essay before straightway 
writing it out. Use one-line sentences to describe 
paragraphs, and bullet points to describe what each 
paragraph will contain.

1. Writing 2. Concluding
3. Outlining 4. Paragraphing



59. The summer heat brings out countless types of bugs, 
and Pelliteri can name just about all of them. Working out 
of the insect diagnostic lab, Pelliteri identifies any insect that is 
sent, e-mailed, or described over the phone,_______
1. making it the university's most famous lab
2. making him one of the university's most famous experts
3. which makes it one of the most famous lab in the country
4. that makes him one of the most famous 

experts at the university



60. _______ when attending our international potluck party.
He was held by students from China, Hong Kong, 
the Philippines, Egypt, Turkey, Pakistan, Indonesia, and 
Panama  for three hours straight and remained sociable 
the whole time. That's my boy!

1. Quinn gives a "country tour" earlier this week
2. Quinn gave a "world tour" earlier this week
3. Quinn had a "world tour" earlier this week
4. Quinn has a "tour of the countries" earlier this week



61. Algae overwhelms a popular beach in Qingdao, 
east   China. The region has had algae blooms six years in 
a row, but this year, the bloom, likely caused by pollution
from industry, is twice as big as the previous largest
in 2008._______ , it can suffocate marine life by sucking 
oxygen  from the water.

1. Although not dangerous to humans
2. The green mat of algae is not dangerous to humans
3. Even though the sea of green algae endangers humans

4. Because the green bed of algae is dangerous to humans



62. Facebook tagging means you can mention and directly link 
to another Facebook user, whether in photos, status 
updates, or comments.______ that user will receive a 
notification, and the tagged photo will appear on his/her 
timeline.

1. Also, when you tag someone in a comment
2. For instance, when you tag someone in a photo
3. Particularly, when someone tags you in a comment
4. In other words, when someone tags you in a photo



63. Members of Generation Z, those born after the year 
1994 until 2004, can understand and master 
advancement in technology. Unfortunately, _______. They 
rather stay indoors and use their electronics than play 
outdoors and be active. There are leading a sedentary 
life that can result in health problems later on.



1. the generation has an all-time high in obesity
2. the generation has an all-time low in obesity
3. this reliance on technology and gadgets has 

had a negative effect on them
4. such reliance on technology and gadgets has had 

a positive effect on them




